
Your deadline is fast approaching! Under the U.S. Drug

Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA), manufacturers and

wholesale distributors have until Nov. 27, 2023 to

establish an “interoperable, electronic” system for

product tracing at the package level. The pharma industry is still undecided on the best

way to meet the regulation, but one thing is clear: Product tracing is a network problem

that requires a network solution.

Watch our on-demand webinar, “Preparing for Electronic, Interoperable Product

Tracing,” to get the latest product tracing insights from TraceLink experts including

Elizabeth Waldorf, winner of the GS1 Ken Traub Standards Award. Elizabeth has

contributed extensively to GS1 work in EPCIS, verification, serialization, barcoding,

traceability, data management, operational processes, and technical standards for
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DSCSA. Three more reasons to watch now:

Get a complete overview of the still-evolving interoperable product tracing DSCSA

requirements for pharmaceutical manufacturers and wholesale distributors—and

learn what your company must do to acquire Authorized Trade Partner credentials

as required by the FDA.

 

Get an update on the progress the pharmaceutical industry has made in

establishing a product tracing model, including a look at where the model stands

today, timelines for completion, and expert implementation advice.

 

See how the TraceLink supply chain network digitalization platform delivers the

fastest, most efficient, and most cost-effective path to complying with the complex

product tracing mandate established by the FDA.

The new product tracing requirement goes into effect in less than ten months—and it

will have a major impact on your supply chain operations. Arm yourself with the expert

insights you need to get ready for DSCSA 2023. Fill out the form on this page to watch

the webinar now.

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/digital-supply-networks-transforming-pharma-industry
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Watch our DSCSA compliance webinar!

Fill out the form to watch the webinar now.
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